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Welcome to the new wedding format – 
In-person and 360 virtual, the best of both worlds

Every couple has envisioned their dream wedding day but during times of social 
distancing, travel restrictions, and limits on gatherings, bringing that vision to reality   
takes a lot of work. Couples are looking for alternative and exciting options and 
combining the in-person wedding with the 360-hybrid solution that ticks all the boxes. 

Hybrid is a unique blend of both an in-room coponent and a virtual online component 
with live 360 video streaming at an affordable price.
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• Remote guests
With the new 360 virtual cameras offering we capture the wedding in high definition 
and stream it live. The remote guest can watch it on any smartphone, computer or 
tablet live and control exactly where they want to see! Closer than in real life as the 
camera is positioned where the action is. Everyone now has a front row seat! 

• High quality viewing
All the magic is captured in high definition 360 4-8k resolution and streamed live with 
crystal clear sound.

• Special effect videos like never before seen
The 360 capturing allows us to make the most amazing videos of the wedding with 
special effects that are not possible with traditional film.  This allows us to create 
amazing memories/effects of the wedding.
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Special effects include 

 » Shadow Clone

 » Pixelize

 » Stop motion mix

 » Flip my day

 » Stop motion

 » Flash dance

 » Sartlapse

 » Fly lapse

 » Parallel Lanet

 » Face off

 » Spin view

 » Time Flip

 » Jump planet

 » Bullet time mix

 » Roll Planet

 » Auto time shift  

Every bride deserves a great hybrid wedding

Let our team help you update your wedding packages to include hybrid weddings.
There are different tiers of packages that include different levels of services. 

Level  1 Includes just the livestream add-on
Level  2 A step up that includes a livestream and 360 photographer
Level  3 The all-inclusive package provide everything the couple needs, like A/V  
  equipment, lighting, photography, ect. 

We offer each service as an add-on or à la carte so couples can create a custom package 
that suits their needs.
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Most frequently asked questions 

• Why combine In-Person and 360 virtual? 
This allows you to stream the wedding in real time in high resolution to the viewer. Now 
everyone is invited.

• We already have someone taking a video what makes 360 so special?
This is not a normal 2d video – the technology allows every user watching the wedding 
to control the camera, so they can watch what they want to watch.    

• How many people can see it live?
Unlimited.  

• How much does the live streaming cost?
Prices range between R8,000- R12,000 excluding vat.

• Is there s cost per viewer?  
No, it’s all one price, no matter the number of viewers.

• How many cameras do you use?
We generally place one camara in the front in the church where you can observe the 
bride and groom closely as well as the guests. We also use the camera at the party and 
move it around where the action is.

• What is the quality like?
The camera can capture in 8K high resolution and stream it out in 4K, so quality is 
amazing! Sound is crystal clear, as if you are there just better. Experience it closer than 
in real life.  

• Can you view it later?
The wedding is recorded in 360 so if you have missed it, you can watch it again from all 
angles and experience it even better the second time.  

• Why should the bride consider this?
Every bride deserves a great wedding, and these hybrid solutions allow you to share 
the experience in a new and exciting way.  Even the remote guests see it up close and 
personal. You get a lot more as you are streaming it live, recording it and capturing it. 
 
• Why should you as the wedding planner offer this?
As a wedding planner you want to offer the best service to your customers in this time. 
Getting married is a life-changing experience  full of wonder. Let us work with you to 
make it very special.  



Contact Us 

Get more information and pricing options, on either a 
virtual tour for your venue or hybrid wedding options. 

Email: support@tixsa.co.za 
Phone: +27 72 274 6241

Website: www.tixsa.co.za/index.php/hybrid-events


